ADMET properties, database screening, molecular dynamics, density functional, and docking studies of novel potential anti-cancer compounds.
Database screening was performed in a large database (hundreds of thousands of molecules which we optimized at the AM1 level) yielding a set of potential bioactive ligands. One new ligand was selected among the top solutions and optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level, yielding also NBO (Natural Bond Order) charges. A flexible docking program was used to investigate the interactions between the receptor and the new ligand. The stability as well as the main protein-ligand contacts of our proposed novel ligand as well as the crystallographic RAR ligand was investigated by molecular dynamics. The ADMET (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity) properties as well as the parameters of the Rule of Five were investigated. The result of this work is compared with a crystallographic ligand of RAR. Our novel proposed anti-cancer ligand indicates hydrophobic interactions and strong polar interactions with the receptor.